ABSTRACT Spherical detector (SD) is a novel and promising magnetic shielding-based approach for long subsea pipeline orientation and localization with low risk of blockage. As not all the shielding factors can be accurately obtained, large errors of inclination measurements can be caused. This paper proposes a new inclination measurement method without utilizing the magnetic shielding model of the pipeline. A tiny magnet and a Hall sensor is installed on the SD to form a magnetic proximity switch (MPS) to determine the moment when the sensitive axis of the accelerometer perpendicularly points to the pipe wall. The acceleration value at that moment and the phase difference between the acceleration and magnetic signals are used to calculate the pipeline inclination. Numerical simulations are carried out to analyze and design reasonable structural parameters of the carrier for fixing the MPS and the accelerometer. The carrier can be driven to roll inside the pipe to mimic the rolling of the SD. Through measuring a couple of pipe inclinations both upward and downward, it is demonstrated that the proposed method can distinguish the rising and descending pipe sections, and most of the measurement errors are less than 0.5 • over the range of 0 • -90 • . In case if the MPS is not on the middle circle plane of the SD, a circumferential MPS array can be deployed in field applications to cover a large range and obtain a small liftoff value, so that the proximity moment can still be captured by at least one MPS.
I. INTRODUCTION
As marine oil and gas industries prosperously develop, the length sum of subsea pipelines increases rapidly, which brings huge demands for subsea pipeline inspections. Timely and accurately measuring the orientation and trajectory of subsea pipelines has become the primary task of subsea pipeline inspections. First, it can help quickly locate and repair failure pipeline sections; second, it can assess the degree of stress concentrations because of pipeline displacements and deformations, caused by ocean current and tide erosions, seabed movements, dragging anchors, and trawling; third, it can reduce the scratching risk of sea operations via active avoidance.
The methods of geographic coordinate measurements of subsea pipelines can be divided into three categories: underwater robots [1] - [4] , traditional inner Pipeline Inspection Gauges (PIGs) [5] , [6] , and the emerging inner Spherical Detectors (SDs) [7] - [9] . Underwater robots, including Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) and Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs), are equipped with navigation system, and sonar, camera, magnetometer, for pipeline detections. Underwater robots can accurately locate pipelines and measure large deformations and displacements. However, this method is very costly, long-term, and difficult to meet the demands for quasi-real-time detections of subsea pipelines.
PIGs carrying the Strapdown Inertial Navigation System (SINS) has been tried to measure the pipeline trajectory ever since the 1990s [10] . Hyun proposed a compact selfcontained navigation system with Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) inertial sensor and optical navigation sensor for 3-D pipeline mapping, achieving position errors of less than 1% in the range of 855 m via combining various sensors with complementary functions [11] . Santana presented a nonlinear sensor fusion algorithm for inertial navigation designed to reconstruct trajectories of a PIG, and a set of cartographic landmarks were used. A final error of 1.7 m was attained for the tested trajectory of 2800 m [12] . Jin carried out engineering applications of PIG+SINS on an 1000m long submarine pipeline with an error of several meters without GPS [13] . Wang used a Fiber-Optic Gyroscope (FOG) that is immune to magnetic disturbances to compensate digital compass's error. The maximum vertical and horizontal errors attained for 100 m trace length is less than 0.2m and 0.4m. More expensive 3-axial FOG and accelerometer were suggested to be used in order to enhance the measurement precision [14] . Zhang took the differences between the velocities measured by the odometer and SINS as the observed quantity, and used Kalman filtering to estimate and compensate the state error. The detection precision achieves 3.8% for a 160 m pipeline [15] . Yang presented a compensation algorithm for SINS installation error of the PIG, by deducing dynamic transfer model and designing a cubature Kalman Filter to implement the calibration of pitch and yaw installation errors. The vertical and horizontal measurement precisions are 1.59m and 1.07m for an 1000m long pipeline [16] , [17] . Chowdhury presented a low-cost methodology to estimate the position of a PIG without GPS signal, but a set of reference stations were used. With the stations spaced by 100 m, the positioning errors in the x and y directions are 1.2991m and −0.5655m [18] .
The method of PIG+SINS usually requires GPS, and cannot perform navigation tasks alone over a long distance inside subsea pipelines. It has been only tested on shorter than 2000m pipelines up to now. While working, the bulky PIG tightly touches to the pipeline wall resulting in a high risk of blockage. Therefore, PIG+SINS are restricted in the applications of subsea pipeline inspections.
Compared to the PIG, the diameter of the SD is smaller than that of the pipeline, so it can quietly roll forward when driven by the fluid. It is a novel and promising tool for quasireal-time inspections of (subsea) pipelines, with the advantages of very low blockage risk, high signal-to-noise ratio, and being convenient to deploy. Zhao proposed a measurement method of pipeline direction based on magnetic shielding effects [19] - [21] , and believed that the magnetic intensity in the pipeline varies with the change of the pipeline direction. The effectiveness of this method was verified by using an SD in a horizontal pipeline. Huang generalized this method, without limiting the dimensions of the pipeline direction and the rotation axis of the SD, and proposed a pipeline orientation and localization method based on the SD of measuring the three-dimensional geographical coordinates of pipelines by using the magnetic fields inside the pipelines and the acceleration of the carrier [22] . An absolute localization error of 1.2 km for a 30km long oil pipeline is achieved. Later when applied to pipelines located in a mountainous area, it was found that the pipeline inclination cannot be accurately even correctly measured by this method [22] . Different from the SINS, this method does not perform twice integrations of the acceleration and angular velocity, and instead takes the gravity and the geomagnetic field as absolute references, so there is no risk of positioning divergence.
The general idea of the SD method is to measure its mileage s at each moment and the corresponding unit tangent vector U(s) in the world coordinate system, and obtain the SD position at any moment by integrating the mileage. The pipeline trajectory is calculated as:
where, p 0 is the known start of the pipeline, and T is time. Thus, the method consists of two measurement parts: the pipeline orientation and the inner detector mileage, and the former is a dominant prerequisite for pipeline trajectory measurements. When the SD is used to orientate the pipeline, the adopted magnetic shielding model is too ideal. It does not take into account the original magnetization of the pipeline and the inhomogeneity of the magnetic permeability distributions. It is impossible to calibrate the magnetic shielding factors of the pipelines in the field. Inaccurate shielding factors can cause large measurement errors of pipeline inclinations.
As the SD carrying the accelerometer rolls inside the pipeline around a fixed axis, there are a lot of repetitively appearing moments when the accelerometer may point downward or perpendicularly to the pipe wall. If these two kinds of moments can be captured, the pipeline inclination can be calculated without using the magnetic shielding model. Considering that a fixed point in the surface of the SD can periodically approach to and get far away from the pipe wall, a proximity switch may be employed.
Proximity switch is well known in our life as it can control the on/off of electrical signals without direct mechanical contact either moving parts. Compared with photoelectric and capacitive types [24] - [27] , magnetic proximity switches [28] - [36] (MPSes) have the advantage of low cost, compact structure, and being reliable against environmental influences, like dirt, dust and water. There are three kinds of MPS: Active MPS [28] - [30] , Passive MPS without sensor [31] , [32] , Passive MPS with sensor [33] - [36] .
Active MPS is usually inductive and used for non-contact detection of metallic objects. A coil and oscillator are used to create an electromagnetic field in the sensing area, where the presence of a metallic object changes the oscillation amplitude to trigger the switch output. Passive MPS without a magnetic sensor is actuated by the presence of a permanent magnet. The strong magnetic field makes the thin plates of reed contacts flex and touch each other causing an electrical contact. For a passive MPS integrating a magnetic sensor, when a ferromagnetic object is present in the vicinity of the magnetic sensor, the tiny magnetic disturbances are sensed and converted into electrical switch trigger signals.
Since the magnetic resistance of the steel is much smaller than that of the air, the steel pipe wall can cause a large magnetic disturbance around a magnet when the magnet is approaching to the steel pipe wall. A magnetic sensor can VOLUME 6, 2018 be deployed between the magnet and the steel pipe wall to form a new MPS. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel inclination measurement method without utilizing the magnetic shielding model of the pipeline. The proposed method deploys a tiny magnet and a Hall sensor to form a proximity switch to determine the moment when the sensitive axis of the accelerometer perpendicularly points to the pipe wall. The acceleration value at that moment and the phase difference between the acceleration and magnetic signals are used to calculate the pipe inclination.
II. MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE
As shown in Fig.1 , the SD rolls inside the pipeline. A Hall sensor and a magnet are installed on the surface of the SD to form a proximity switch, and the magnet is on the side that is closer to the sphere center. The sensitive axis of the accelerometer is along the line from the center of the SD to the proximity switch. When being closest to the pipe wall, the proximity switch is facing the pipe wall. At this moment, because the magnetic resistance of the ferromagnetic pipe wall is very small, most of the magnetic lines pass through the Hall sensor. When the proximity switch is not facing the pipe wall, few magnetic lines pass through the Hall sensor because of the large magnetic resistance of the air. As a result, in the process of the proximity switch being approaching to the pipe wall, the Hall sensor outputs a pretty sharp pulse, indicating that the accelerometer is vertically pointing to the pipe wall at this moment. Denote the accelerometer output asa 1 at this time, and the maximum output as a m , the pipe inclination θ is calculated as follows:
where the sign is determined by the sign of the phase difference between the acceleration and magnetic signals.
III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Finite element simulations with different geometric configurations were performed in order to obtain the maximum approaching signal by reasonably designing the magnet size and the position of the magnetic sensor. The simulation model is shown in Fig 2. The steel plate is used to simulate the wall In the case of D = 5mm, t = 2mm, g = 2.5mm, and d = 6mm, the variation of the normal magnetic signal B n along with the rotation angle ϕ is shown in Fig 3. The B n -ϕ curve has one sharp peak at the rotation angle of 0 • or 360 • . Only with this posture the magnet and the measuring point are closest to the steel plate, and the steel plate is magnetized by the magnet to generate a very strong magnetic field with most of the magnetic lines passing through the measuring point area. The magnetic intensity and vector distributions for several different rotation angles are shown in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that as the rotation angle increases, the magnet gets farther away from the steel plate, the magnetic lines near the magnet gradually decrease, and the magnetic field between the magnet and the steel plate significantly weakens. Therefore, as the magnet rotates over one circle, the magnetic field at the measurement point will appear one extreme value. This phenomenon allows us to use this extremum to determine the posture of the accelerometer relative to the pipeline, and thereby calculate the pipeline inclination. The influences of different parameters on the B n -ϕ curves are shown in Fig. 5 . All of the curves have one peak when ϕ=0 • or 360 • , but the peak amplitudes are different for different parameters. As shown in Fig. 5(a) , with the increase of the magnet thickness, the generated magnetic field increases in terms of both the peak and base values. It means that it is not appropriate to use too thick magnet, because the Hall sensor can saturate and the contrast of the peak can be very low. Fig.  5(b) shows the effects of the magnet diameter on the B n -ϕ curves. It can be seen that when the magnet diameter is greater than 5mm, the B n -ϕ curves gradually converge to one certain curve with the increase of the magnet diameter. It means that a magnet diameter of 5mm is enough. Fig. 5(c) shows the effects of the distance between the magnet and the steel plate on the B n -ϕ curves. It can be seen that the larger the distance 
is, the smaller the magnetic value is. This is similar to the case of rotating the magnet and Hall sensor. The larger the distance is, the weaker the magnetization of the steel plate by the magnet is, and the smaller the magnetic field is. In addition, as the distance becomes larger, the magnetic peak magnitude becomes smaller. Fig. 5(d) shows that the thickness of the steel plate has little effect on the characteristics of the B n -ϕ curves, which indicates that this method can be applied to all kinds of pipes with different wall thicknesses. Finally, considering the feasibility and availability of material and installation, the following dimensions can be utilized: D = 5mm, t = 2mm, and g = 2.5mm.
Our previous field experiments show that the SD can maintain stable rotation around an axis over a short period of time, and the rotation axis is not arbitrary [22] . However, the rotation axis and the posture of the SD may vary to small extent in long terms, resulting in that the MPS moves on the bias small circle rather than on the middle big circle plane (MBCP) as expected and the liftoff value can be very larger. The detection range of the MPS needs to be testified, within which the liftoff value should be to have the magnetic switch peak noticeably exist.
Therefore, simulations are carried out for the MPSes with different positions on the SD to determine whether the peak feature will exist or not and how the peak amplitude will change when the MPS is not in the MBCP of the SD. As shown in Fig. 6 , the diameter of the pipe is 140mm, the wall thickness is 5mm, and the relative permeability µ r is set to be 200. The magnet and sensor are fixed on the SD, and their positions and specification parameters are same to those in the previous simulations. ϕ defines the rotation position of the MPS around the x axis while α defines the rotation position of the MPS around the y axis (the pipe axis). The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7 . The MPS can work well in a large enough circumferential range. The peak characteristics of B n -ϕ curves robustly exist for different MPS positions with α in the range of -30 • ∼30 • . When the MPS position is farther away from the MBCP of the SD with a bigger |α|, the liftoff value increases and the B n -ϕ curves including their own peaks go lower. The B n -ϕ curves are mirror symmetrical about the MBCP. The magnetic peaks always appear at the posture with ϕ=0 • or 360 • , i.e. the sensitive axis of the accelerometer and the Hall sensor is in the cross section which is perpendicular to the pipe axis.
In case the rotation axis varies and the MPS is not on the MBCP of the SD, multiple MPSes can be distributedly installed onto the SD to cover a large range, just as shown in Fig. 6 , so that the liftoff is not too big and the proximity moment can still be captured by at least one MPS. For the SD radius of 50 mm and α ∈ (-30 • ,30 • ), the circumferential coverage of multiple MPSes is 52.3 mm, larger than the radius of the SD, and is therefore large enough. In field applications, the radiuses of the pipeline and the SD will increase in proportion in order to obtain large enough thrust [8] , so the number and coverage of the MPSes can be larger for α ∈ (−30 • ,30 • ).
As shown in Fig. 6 , the SD rotates around the x axis with a rotation angular velocity of ω, and one MPS is installed on the SD with a deviation angle of α relative to the MBCP. The sensitive axis of the accelerometer is along the vector a, in the same direction as that of the Hall sensor. Suppose the gravity g = (0,0,-g) and c=(-c,0,0), then
The accelerometer output is:
When the MPS is on the MBCP, α = 0 • , the maximum output of acceleration is the gravity acceleration constant g. If the MPS deviates from the MBCP, the maximum output of acceleration is g · cos α.
IV. EXPERIMENT
A carrier for fixing the tiny magnetic disk, the magnetometer, and the accelerometer, was manufactured by using 3D printing technology. The carrier can be driven to roll up or down inside a pipe by pulling or pushing the operation lever to mimic the rolling of the SD. A 20# low-carbon steel pipe was employed for the experiments. Its outer diameter is 140 mm, its wall thickness is 5 mm, and its length L is 1 m. The experimental apparatus is shown inFig. in Fig. 8(b)and(c) . A Hall magnetometer, an accelerometer, and a tiny magnet are fixed inside the rotating carrier. Among them, the magnetometer is attached to the outer surface of the rotating structure. The magnet is located 2mm above the sensor with its D =5mm and t =2mm. The accelerometer is fixed on the rotating structure with its sensitive axis in the same direction as that of the Hall sensor, as shown in Fig. 8(d) . During the experiments, the pipe inclination varied from 0 • to 90 • with an increment step of 10 • . 10 inclinations were measured. Each inclination was measured by rolling both up and down for four times, respectively. The upper computer processes the data measured by the sensors. The signal processing includes filtering the acceleration signal, normalizing its amplitude, locating the peaks of the magnetic signals and the corresponding acceleration values, and calculating the pipe inclination. Moving smoothing filter is employed to eliminate the acceleration noise due to hard contact and vibration. The filtering is not allowed to bring about a phase offset, otherwise, the moment when the magnetic peak appears is not the time when the accelerometer is facing the pipe wall, and the accelerometer output cannot be used to determine the inclination. The normalization process of the acceleration signal consists of two steps: removal of the DC component and normalization to the gravity acceleration constant. The actual pipe inclination θ 0 is calculated as follows:
where H and L are the bracket height on the left and the pipe length, respectively, as shown in Fig.6 (a) . It can be seen that each magnetic signal curve has three peaks and each acceleration signal curve has three cycles, indicating that the carrier can rotate three circles over the pipe length. When the pipe inclination is 0 • , the phase difference between the magnetic and acceleration signals is 180 • . When the magnetic proximity switch rotates to the pipe bottom, the magnetic peak appears. That is, the maximum magnetic signal is obtained when the magnetic sensor almost contacts the pipe wall, which is exactly the same as the simulation results. When the pipe inclination is 30 • , 60 • , and 90 • , the phase difference between the magnetic and acceleration signals is approximately 150 • , 120 • , and 90 • . Quadratic polynomial fitting was utilized to identify and accurately locate the magnetic signal peak [37] . The pipe inclination is calculated by using Eq.(2) and the acceleration values corresponding to the three magnetic peaks for each roll, and three calculated inclination values are averaged to obtain one measured inclination value. Due to operation errors, the rotation axis waggles, the MPS is not always on the MBCP, and the liftoff value between the MPS and the pipe wall varies, so the peaks fluctuate in Fig.7 even in one course. However, in field applications, the peak fluctuations do not exist even over a couple of rotation cycles, as our previous field experiments show that the SD can maintain stable rotation around an axis over a short period of time, and the rotation axis is not arbitrary [22] . Although the rotation axis may vary in long terms, the rotation axis can still keep constant for a couple of rotation cycles within at least one section of pipeline (12m) whose inclination does not vary.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The carrier repeatedly rolled four times in the pipe with the same inclination. The final measurement value of the pipe inclination was obtained by averaging the four measurements. The results are shown in Table 1 . Taking into account the measurement demands for the pipeline heightmileage, the proposed method needs to be proven to have the capability of distinguishing whether the SD is rolling up or down inside the field pipeline. Here, the measurements of both the upward and downward inclination angles are carried out and the results are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen that the measurement errors of the upward and downward inclinations are randomly distributed, most of which are within 0.5 • and only one or two are close to 1 • . The accuracy is not affected by the inclination value that is to be measured.
There are three main sources of the measurement errors. First, white noise. The output of the accelerometer consists of two parts: the component of gravitational acceleration on the sensitive axis and the white noise caused by hard elastic contact between the pipe wall and the carrier or the SD. Although the white noise can be significantly suppressed by a digital filter, it cannot be completely eliminated. The acceleration signal does not exactly indicate the pipeline inclination. Second, the carrier driven to roll by the operation lever does not perfectly reproduce the rolling of the SD inside the field pipeline. In the experiments above, the absolute fixed-axis rotation cannot be achieved. The rotation axis can waggle, which can compel the contact point-line of the SD and the pipe to shift away from the bottom line of the pipe. This will lead to that the rotating sensitive axis of the accelerometer is not always within the vertical plane. The accelerometer output is no longer an ideal sine curve, but contains lowfrequency noises that are difficult to remove. Third, the actual pipe inclination cannot be accurately calculated in the experiments above, as H contains measurement errors. However, this problem does not exist for field pipeline applications.
When this method is applied to an SD in the field pipeline, the first error source can be reduced by properly designing the softness of the polyurethane shell of the SD. The second error source can be reduced by sophisticatedly designing the mass distribution of the SD, making the rotational inertia of its two axes are much smaller than the third one, so that it can keep fixed-axis rotation. It has been achieved and validated on field experiments that the SD can keep fixed-axis rotation [22] .
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a pipeline inclination measurement method based on the SD with a magnetic proximity switch that is formed by installing a tiny magnet and a Hall sensor on the SD surface. The proximity switch can indicate the moment when the sensitive axis of the accelerometer perpendicularly points to the pipe wall. The acceleration value at that moment and the phase difference between the acceleration and magnetic signals are used to calculate the pipeline inclination. The influences of the appropriate magnet size and installation clearance on the magnetic proximity signals are analyzed through numerical simulations for designing reasonable structural parameters. In case the MPS is not on the middle circle plane of the SD, circumferential MPS array can be deployed in field applications to cover a large range and obtain a small liftoff value, so that the proximity moment can still be captured by at least one MPS. A fixation carrier is manufactured to achieve the expected installation of the tiny magnet, the magnetometer, and the accelerometer. The carrier can be driven to roll inside the pipe to mimic the rolling of the SD inside the field pipeline. The pipe inclination in the range of 0-90 • is measured both upward and downward by using this carrier to verify the correctness and feasibility of the proposed method. The results demonstrate that this method can distinguish the upward and downward pipe sections, and the measurement errors are less than 1 • and most of them are less than 0. His research interests include ultrasonic phased array inspection, novel online in-pipe detector, and pipeline safety warning. VOLUME 6, 2018 
